
Our company is looking for a security professional. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security professional

Provide liaison between the TSOC and GCC Offices of Primary Responsibility
(OPR) to ensure currency with policies, procedures, legislation and regulations
and track and monitor resource timelines
Maintain a database and archive of security cooperation budget authorities,
policies, regulations, products, SOCPAC and OSD decisions
Up to two weeks of travel per month may be required
Day to day oversight of TIO issues (audit, self-identified, ) to assure that all
required remediation activities and tasks are completed in a timely manner
and by the target remediation date
Drive coordination and participation in the Weekly TIO Issues review meeting,
escalation meetings, if required Development, publication and maintenance
of TIO audit related metrics
Scoping assigned deals to be relevant on the market but also to drive
expected margin
Fully Accountable for Delivery driving an excellent balance of Project Margin
and Customer Satisfaction
Trusted Advisor to drive upsells within their customer portfolio
Support Global TVM Practice including thought Leadership, Go-to-Market,
Methodology and QA
Preserve order and enforce rules, regulations and directives for the viability of
the site and the safety of personnel
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Experience as a former O-4 or GS 13 having served as a Security Cooperation
Officer (SCO)
Experience with submitting and successfully implementing at least 5 foreign
military sales or Building Partner Capacity (BPC) cases while serving as an
SCO or while serving on a GCC or sub-unified command staff
Technical and administrative knowledge of ACF2 security software is a must,
knowledge of RACF security software is a plus
Experience with z/OS operating systems, JCL & Clists
Experience with preparing for and participating in mainframe security audits
Experience maintaining mainframe security compliance with policies


